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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  3 3
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
October 8, 2003    WEDNESDAY
Jaguars’ bite worse
than Panthers’ growl
Eastern loses a four-game match to IUPUI
Tuesday.
Page 12 S P O R T S
By Melissa Neil
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A new form of technology has graced
Eastern.  
The Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union is now offering wireless internet in
the University Ballroom, the Grand
Ballroom and the conference rooms on the
third floor.
Several schools already have this capabil-
ity and in the future, Eastern plans on
installing wireless internet in every class-
room, said John Henderson, director of
information technology services.
There are many benefits to wireless inter-
net.
It provides a large amount of flexibility to
access the network just as long as users have
a laptop computer with a wireless network
card, Henderson said. It allows students to
be able to sit in other locations and not be
stuck in a single network.
Wireless internet access does have some
drawbacks.  
Users usually have to sacrifice speed for
the convenience of wireless access depend-
ing on the amount of traffic the internet
experiences at the time, Henderson said.
Students still seem to be very optimistic
about this new service added to Eastern.
Beth Meyers, a freshman accounting
major, said “I think wireless internet will be
more convenient and easier to access the
internet, so I can get things accomplished
anywhere and anytime.”
“We need that so bad,” said Julie
Geraghty, a freshman communication disor-
ders sciences major, when she heard her
friend talking about wireless internet.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
‘Fall’ing in love
Kiel Schaljo, a junior at Charleston High School, spends time with his girlfriend, Maranda Rehg, also a junior at CHS, Tuesday
afternoon on a dock at Lake Charleston.
IBHE
comes
home with
bad news 
By Avian Carrasquillo
M A N A G I N G  E D I T O R
The Illinois Board of Higher Education met
Tuesday at Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville but did not provide any good news for
Eastern.
Eastern, like many other public higher education
institutions, can’t provide faculty with salaries that
match up on a national level. 
Eastern’s average faculty salary for 2003 is
$54,600, which is only higher than Northeastern
Illinois University that has an average of $51,600.
University interim President  Lou Hencken said a
report on the state of public higher education
salaries didn’t show any improvements but offered
suggestions for improvements.
“Three representatives from affected bodies
were on hand to hear the report: a representative
from  University Professionals of Illinois, one from
the Illinois Education Association and a third from
the American Federation of Teachers,” Hencken
said.
Hencken said the report showed that while in past
years improvements had been made in faculty
salaries, all public institutions fell behind last year
because of the state budget deficit.
The report also included suggested changes need-
ed to improve the decline.
“One such suggestion was the re-implementation
of peer groups,” Hencken said.
Hencken said university peer groups are similar
universities in size that compare and discuss prob-
lems along with ways to improve them. 
The first part of the report showed public univer-
sity faculty salaries averaged $65,100 in Fiscal Year
2003, an increase of 5.9 percent over financial year,
FY 01. Average public university faculty salaries
were 5.3 percent below peer group medians in FY
03. 
Average salaries for faculty at independent insti-
tutions increased by 3.9 percent between Fiscal
Years 2001 and 2003, bringing the total average
salary to $72,600. 
The second part of the report showed Illinois inde-
pendent institutions have an average faculty salary
5.3 percent greater than the median salary of peer
institutions. 
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Wireless internet service is now available in the ballrooms and third floor conference rooms of
the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. 
Clay-Mendez remembered by faculty
By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
Penny Clay said her husband would
have wanted the Faculty Senate to meet
Tuesday.
Her husband, the
late Luis Clay-
Mendez, was com-
memorated by the
senate in an official
resolution written
by English profes-
sors Anne Zahlan
and Bonnie Irwin:
“... Whereas, his
example of engagement and service
inspired his students, colleagues and
fellow citizens, and his generosity of
spirit and love of life brought joy to all
who knew him; therefore be it resolved,
that the Faculty Senate of Eastern
Illinois University hereby honors the
life and legacy of Luis Clay-Mendez
and deeply mourns his passing.”
Mr. Clay-Mendez died Friday at
Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital because
of heart ailments. The senate meeting
was cut short by an hour and a half to
allow members to attend Clay-
Mendez’s visitation and mass service at
Newman Catholic Center that after-
noon.
Casual wardrobe was replaced with
formal wear, all in honor for Mr. Clay-
Mendez, the senate’s recorder and the
2003 Distinguished Faculty Award win-
ner. Psychology professor Steve Schrer
thought a student scholarship and a dis-
tinguished service faculty award
should be created in Mr. Clay-Mendez’s
honor.
Senate Chair David Carpenter said
the Spanish department is in the
process of creating a student scholar-
ship, but said establishing a faculty
award was “an outstanding idea.” 
A subcommittee consisting of eight
senate members will work with the
Student Senate to establish the guide-
lines for the faculty award. 
“The more the merrier,” Schrer said.
Wireless Internet added 
to MLK University Union
More inside
 Memorial
service was a 
celebration of
life 
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In these next couple of days you
have the opportunity to dance to a
salsa tune on Wednesday or to your
own beats at Open Mic Night
Thursday.
Activities for Wednesday
 Salsa Dance Class, 7 p.m. in
the Newman Catholic Center at 500
Roosevelt Ave: I’m pretty darn
sure I have already an ample num-
ber of lame jokes about previous
Latin dancing events, but what’s
one more right? No I wouldn’t put
you through that. Maybe someone
else, but not you.
Activities for Thursday
 Open Mic Night, 9 p.m. in 7th
Street Underground, located in the
basement of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union: The
event is part of the University
Board’s “Thursday Amateur Night
@ the Underground” series. Just
make sure when you rock up on the
mic, you rock the mic right. The
show runs until 11 p.m.
 “Enslaved Women as
Autobiographical Narrators: The
Case of Louisa Picquet,” a lecture
at 4:30 p.m. in the Effingham Room
of the Union: The presentation is
being given by Joycelyn Moody,
associate professor of English and
women’s studies at the University
of Washington. The event is spon-
sored by the English and history
departments, the African
American Studies program and the
women’s studies minor.
 “Isabel Allende: Amazon
Adventure,” 2 p.m. in the Kansas
Room of the Union: The lecture,
given by foreign language profes-
sor Karen Taylor, is about Isabel
Allende – one of Latin America’s
most famous female writers. Her
first novel, “La Casa de los
Espiritus” which was published in
1982, traced the history of Chile
through female lineage. Her
strong female characters contrast
Latin America’s primarily patriar-
chal society.
Activities editor Dan Valenziano can be
reached at cudwv@eiu.edu
W H A T ’ S
H A P P E N I N ’
Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Come dance the night away
Domestic Battery:
Gregory J. Pietraszek, 22, was
arrested Oct. 3 at his residence on
charges of domestic battery, police
reports said.
Purchase/Acceptance of
Alcohol by a Minor:
Ryan J. Sweeney, 18, was arrest-
ed Oct. 3 at the alley between the
1400 block of Fourth and Sixth
streets on charges of
purchase/acceptance of alcohol by
a minor, possession of false identi-
fication and a minor frequenting a
licensed establishment, police
reports said.
Driving Under the Influence:
Jeffrey J. Wassell, 19, was
arrested Sept. 27 at the 700 block
of Lincoln Avenue on charges of
driving under the influence of
alcohol and drugs, possession of
less than 2.5 grams of cannabis,
minor consumption of alcohol, pos-
session of alcohol by a minor, pos-
session of fraudulent identifica-
tion, operation of an uninsured
motor vehicle and improper lane
usage, police reports said.
A story in Tuesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News on the
Illinois Board of Higher Education Student Advisory Council  incor-
rectly identified the Student Advisory Council as the Student
Assistance Council. 
The News regrets the error.
C O R R E C T I O N S
P O L I C E  B L O T T E R
By Kevin Sampier
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Groups applying for Registered
Student Organization status may
soon be required to attend the
Student Senate meeting in which
they would be approved.  
Student Senate Speaker Mike
Walsh said because of last week’s
senate meeting when two groups
were denied RSO status for not
being present, he will look into
making it mandatory for RSO
applicants to attend. 
“I think it’s a good gesture to
make,” Walsh said. Currently, sen-
ate bylaws do not require potential
RSO’s to attend the meeting. 
“I personally feel that if your
organization is going up for
approval, then you should come
and tell us what you’re all about,”
he said. 
Last week, senate member Kyle
Donash motioned the approval of
two groups seeking RSO status,
postponed until they could attend
the meeting to give a description
of their group. 
The African Student Union and
the Coles County for Peace and
Justice were denied while four
other groups that sent representa-
tives were approved. 
“It says something positive
about your organization if you
come,” Walsh said of the approval
meeting.  
“It helps out with senate’s legiti-
macy too. It shows we don’t rubber
stamp everything that comes
across our desk,” Walsh said.  
A change that would require a
potential RSO to attend the meet-
ing is something Walsh plans to
enact later this semester. 
“It’s in the research phase. I’ll
definitely put it out there and we’ll
see what senate says,” Walsh said
of the possible change. 
The two groups that were
denied last week, as well as two
new groups seeking RSO status
have been notified of this week’s
senate meeting, Walsh said. 
“I know they’ve all been con-
tacted,” he said, and he added if
the groups don’t show up “then we
can table them another week.
Until they come talk to us, it prob-
ably will be tabled.”   
“I think the RSO’s should have
an active role in getting them-
selves approved,” Walsh said. 
A resolution to give support to
EIU Idol Battle, an event designed
to raise awareness on autism, will
be voted on, Walsh said.  
The Student Senate meets at 7
p.m. Wednesday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.   
Student Government editor Kevin
Sampier can be reached at k_sampi-
er@hotmail.com
By Steve Sanchez
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The speech communication
department will present its sec-
ond annual career day from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday on the
third floor of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The event will give students
the opportunity to speak with
representatives from employ-
ers in various fields including
broadcasting, training and
development, health communi-
cation, technology, career serv-
ices, marketing and public rela-
tions.
During each hour of the
event, a specific panel of repre-
sentatives will be talking with
students about careers in their
respective areas of expertise
and will be providing advice on
how to find jobs.
Approximately 15 employers
including Wells Fargo
Financial, Northwest Mutual,
Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital,
Mattoon Library, WGN and
Human Kinetics will be pres-
ent.
The department has several
presentations planned through-
out the day. Two presentations
titled, “Careers in Training and
Development,” and “Careers in
Health Communication,” are
scheduled for 10 a.m. The pres-
entation, “Careers in
Technology,” is scheduled for
11 a.m.
The afternoon sessions
include, “Careers in Sales and
Marketing” at 1 p.m. and
“Careers in Public Relations” at
2 p.m.
The final presentation titled
“The Big Red One” is at 7 p.m.
in room 1781 of Coleman Hall.
A full schedule outlining the
day’s events can be found on
the departments’ web page at
www.eiuspeech.net.
Event organizer Brian Sowa
said the event has received pos-
itive feedback from students in
the past.
“Students enjoy talking with
the various employers,” Sowa
said. “It gives them a sense of
the real world and what exactly
is out there in regards to
employment. The event is
extremely informative and
could help students find their
future employer.”
Nick Harden, a sophomore
speech communication major,
attended last year’s career day
and found it helpful and inform-
ative.
“I thought the career day was
a great opportunity for stu-
dents,” Harden said. “It was
nice to see what is available for
me in terms of employment
once I graduate.”
Sowa said he expects nearly
200 people to attend the event
throughout the day. He also said
he expects all who attend to be
happy they did.
“A student has everything to
gain and nothing to lose by stop-
ping in and listening to these
various employers,” Sowa said.
“You may be listening to and
talking with your future boss.”
Career Presentations
 “Careers in Training and
Development,” 10 a.m.
 “Careers in Health
Communication,” 10 a.m.
 “Careers in Technology,” 11
a.m.
 “Careers in Sales and
Marketing,” 1 p.m.
 “Careers in Public
Relations,” 2 p.m.
 “The Big Red One,” 7 p.m.
 For a full career day sched-
ule, visit www.eiuspeech.net
 Career fair shows 
students post-college 
opportunities
Speech department
holds career day
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Chris Reger, junior industrial technology major, tries to write his name
while wearing “fatal vision goggles” that simulate a blood alcohol level
of 0.16 Tuesday night in the lobby of Taylor Hall. Speakers from the
Health Education Resource Center and Taylor Hall spoke about alcohol
and the dangers of drinking.
Groups
may face
new rule
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Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON’T MISS OUT!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut
Tonight at...
Budweiser True Music
BAND CONTEST
featuring 
“Joshua Scott Jones”
$2.50 22oz. Bud
& Bud Lt. bottles
$1.75 Michelob Ultra bottles
“Come out and support local music”
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  R E P O R T E R
A committee will discuss the
American College Testing
Program and whether or not to
require its writing portion for
entrance into Eastern.
Vice president for academic
affairs Blair Lord said the
Enrollment Management
Advisory Committee, which
reviews student applications for
acceptance to Eastern, will dis-
cuss the writing portion of the
ACT as an entrance requirement
Oct. 16.
The writing portion of the ACT
will be added for students apply-
ing for the Fall 2004 semester,
but won’t be an entrance require-
ment at Eastern unless the com-
mittee decides it should be.
The writing portion will be
added to the ACT and it is up to
the committee to decide if it will
be required or not.
The writing portion will be a
30-minute addition to the ACT
and will complement a student’s
English scores and the tests will
be averaged together to help
decisions when accepting under-
graduates, Lord said.
The committee will discuss if
the writing portion is advisable
or not and whether Eastern’s
entrance requirements could use
it, Lord said.
“It may in fact be a very bene-
ficial service,” he said. 
Lord said if he were to decide
the matter himself, he would not
make the writing portion a
requirement, but would encour-
age applying students to take it
because it could help them get
accepted.
“I would be inclined to strongly
urge students to take it,” Lord
said.
Lord doesn’t believe the writ-
ing portion should be required,
but said he doesn’t know if the
committee will agree.
“That’s my opinion, it may not
be Eastern’s,” Lord said.
According to the 2003-04
undergraduate catalog, an apply-
ing student will be considered for
acceptance with an ACT score of
18, a grade point average of 3.0 to
4.0 and if the student is ranked in
the top half of his or her high
school graduating class. 
A student will also be consid-
ered for acceptance if they have
an ACT score of 22  with a 2.25 to
4.0 GPA  and are in the top three
quarters of his or her high school
class.
Nikki Kull, chair of Committee
of Academic Affairs and member
of the enrollment committee, said
the writing portion is a good idea,
but like Lord, she doesn’t think it
should be required.
If the committee decides not to
require the writing portion of the
ACT at Eastern, students who
choose to take it will be charged
for the writing portion, Kull said.
“I don’t think we should require
it,” she said.
The writing portion could make
Eastern appear more selective in
admissions Kull said.
“We don’t want it to look like it’s
easier to get into Eastern,” Kull
said.
Test portion may become requirement
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Bend it like daddy
Seven-year-old Micah Walters smiles after kicking the ball past her dad Tuesday afternoon at Lakeside Field. Jim
Walters, who earned his master’s degree from Eastern in 1992, was out playing ball with his two daughters.
 Committee will decide
whether to mandate ACT 
section to get into university By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
A suspect in two fights that
occurred Sept. 27 in front of La
Bamba’s Mexican Restaurant
was in court for a second initial
appearance Tuesday.
Lee E. Graham, 35, had an
appearance rescheduled from
Monday.
Preliminary hearings are
scheduled for Graham and four
other suspects charged in the
fights. 
All had initial appearances
Monday.
The hearing dates for Graham,
Seniece A. Graham, 28, Jacques
M. Spence, 24, Charles L. Spence,
32, are scheduled for 1 p.m. Oct.
20 at the Coles County
Courthouse, according to the cir-
cuit clerk’s office.
The hearing for the fifth sus-
pect, William A. Graham, 31, will
be at 1 p.m. Oct. 27.
Local attorney Lonnie Lutz was
appointed to defend Seniece
Graham, Jacques Spence and
Charles Spence.
Attorney Robert Dunst of
Mattoon was appointed to defend
Lee Graham.
Graham is charged with aggra-
vated battery, obstructing a
peace officer and resisting
arrest.
Seniece Graham is charged
with aggravated battery to a
police officer, Jacques Spence is
charged with aggravated battery
and resisting a police officer and
Charles Spence is  charged with
aggravated battery in a public
place.
Tuscola Attorney Jeanine
Garrett is representing William
Graham, who is charged with two
counts of threatening a public
officer.
Four suspects are still in police
custody since their Sept. 27
arrest by Charleston Police
Officer John Bennett. Bond for
Lee Graham and Jacques Spence
was set at $25,000, William
Graham’s at $100,000, Charles
Spence’s at $50,000.
Seniece A. Graham was
released after posting $2,000, 10
percent of the $20,000 bond.
City editor Carly Mullady can be
reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
By John Hohenadel
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  R E P O R T E R
Being a well-spoken statesmen
was in Luis Clay-Mendez’s blood.
His grandfather, Henry Clay, was
one of Theodore Roosevelt’s
“Rough Riders,” the first U.S. vol-
unteer cavalry.
Faculty Senate Chair David
Carpenter read a letter about
“Rough Rider” Clay, which drew
many parallels to Mr. Clay-
Mendez, in a eulogy Tuesday.
“He had sympathy for every-
one oppressed,” said Carpenter, a
friend of Mr. Clay-Mendez’s for
16 years.
The mood was somber, but not
sad. Penny Clay, wife of Mr. Clay-
Mendez, greeted an almost end-
less line of mourners, including
members of the Coast Guard, fac-
ulty and students, wanting to
express their sorrow or tell a
story about Mr. Clay-Mendez. 
She introduced every person to
her son, daughter-in-law and two
grandchildren with courage and a
proud smile on her face.
The Newman Catholic Center
was filled with memories of Mr.
Clay-Mendez. 
In the back of the church,
there were pictures of him in
his Coast Guard uniform, play-
ing with his grandchildren and
what he called his “pride and
joy,” his  boat, named
“Claypen,” in honor of his wife.
Hymns were sung in both
Spanish and English.
The melodies will be a great
gift to send Clay-Mendez up to
Heaven, Father Chris Brey
said. 
In his homily, Brey men-
tioned how surprised he was to
hear that Mr. Clay-Mendez had
died: 
The first word Brey said was
“What?” 
Then he said “Crap.” 
Finally, he said “Lord have
mercy.” 
Brey said he assumed many of
the people who attended the
mass had similar reactions.
Many people in the church nod-
ded their heads in agreement. 
Brey compared the Gospel
reading of the good Samaritan to
Mr. Clay-Mendez. 
He was there for people in
trouble on Lake Shelbyville as a
member of the Coast Guard aux-
iliary, Brey said. 
Mr. Clay-Mendez was there for
his students in the classroom as
well. 
The mass concluded with
“America the Beautiful,” a song
that echoed the strong national-
ism Mr. Clay-Mendez possessed
for the country he immigrated to
from Cuba more than 40 years
ago. 
“He will be missed, but he is
not gone,” Carpenter said. “He is
still here, just in a different
form.”
Fight suspect faces court hearing
Mood of Clay-Mendez
memorial upbeat 
 Hymns and thoughts
highlight service celebrating
life of late Spanish professor 
“I would be inclined to
strongly urge students
to take (the writing
portion of the exam).”
—Blair Lord
Bill Davidson walked in opti-
mistic.
He was the student representa-
tive on the Board of Trustees ,
and the only one keeping the
board from unity.
With a vote of 6-1 last week,
the BOT decided to offer interim
President Lou Hencken a two-
year contract.
Davidson said he thought there
was a good possibility the board
would opt to continue the search
for a new president. It became
clear during the meeting, howev-
er, that was not the case.
“With an optimistic view, I was
hoping we would slow down the
process,” Davidson said
While Davidson is the first to
say Hencken can do the job, he
only wanted to give the universi-
ty community a chance to have
its say.
Faculty, students and others
said the BOT cut off shared gov-
ernance by not allowing the
search for a new president to
continue, stopping those on the
Presidential Search Committee
and at the university from speak-
ing up.
“I wanted Lou to be president,
but when I looked at it as a
trustee to this university, I felt
that we needed to go about it in a
different manner,” Davidson said.
He even suggested a plan to
the BOT that would hear input
from all campus constituencies.
Davidson wanted to bring the
search committee into executive
session so they could speak
“frankly” about their wishes for
the presidency.
He also told Faculty Senate
about the suggestion. The faculty
advisory group passed a recom-
mendation last week for the
search to carry on.
When Davidson voted last
week, he was representing the
students, faculty and everyone
who felt the search was over too
soon. Davidson was giving the
campus a voice even though he
knew he was outnumbered at the
BOT.
When Davidson went to the
Student Senate meeting the day
after the BOT met to vote, senate
members applauded him.
They stood behind him, and
others have commended his deci-
sion.
The late foreign languages pro-
fessor Luis Clay-Mendez said the
choice showed integrity. Clay-
Mendez was strongly against the
board’s decision.
The BOT made a decision
Tuesday that is good for the uni-
versity in the sense that Hencken
is a leader.
He knows this university. He
spent over half his life here,
whether as a student or serving
in an administrative position.
The search committee and
BOT questioned whether Eastern
was ready for a change.
Davidson said the board heard
from Jim Appleberry, a hired
search consultant, instead of the
committee. The BOT never met
with the search committee
directly.
Many have emphasized
Hencken has a way with money.
He has a steady relationship with
the state legislature, Illinois
Board of Higher Education and
BOT.
But, he’s only staying for
another two years, so the univer-
sity will have to face being led by
a president inevitably that might
not have that relationship.
Hencken said he hadn’t
planned on opting to stay on as
president, but decided to after
comments from the BOT.
Davidson was right. Cutting off
the search process doesn’t seem
worth the threat of a faculty no
confidence vote in the Board of
Trustees. 
It isn’t worth shutting up the
campus.
Sadly, Eastern Illinois
University has lost one of its
absolute finest. As a former
student of Dr. Luis Clay-
Mendez, the unexpected
news of his death left me in a
state of disbelief and filled
me with grief beyond words. 
He was without a doubt the
most exceptional educator
from which I have had the
joy of learning throughout
my entire academic career.
In spite of his rigid approach
to teaching that was charac-
terized by extremely
demanding standards and
sometimes painfully grueling
assignments, many of his stu-
dents, including myself,
found his contagious enthusi-
asm for his discipline, cou-
pled with his desire for his
students, as more enduring
than a passing grade.
He had a remarkable talent
for stimulating my mind and
cultivating within me the
same passion for learning
that he had for teaching.
Clay fostered exemplary
relationships with his stu-
dents that were founded upon
mutual respect. As I expect-
ed high quality instruction
from him, he always expect-
ed 110 percent from me, and
when I failed to deliver he
did not hesitate to express his
disappointment. As a result, I
would spend the entire
semester working to redeem
myself and to recuperate his
esteem.
His uncompromising
methodology instilled within
me a tremendous work ethic,
which has allowed me to real-
ize my intellectual potential,
a contribution for which I am
extremely grateful.
Clay's personality was
incomparable. He possessed
the most perfect combination
of genius and wit. Most of
those who knew him would
probably note his irresistible
“Latin” charm as his most
defining characteristic. His
fiery temper and sometimes
uncouth strength of convic-
tion, which was always so
beautifully counterbalanced
by his well-composed wife of
nearly 33 years, is likely his
second most distinguishing
trait.
I will always fondly
remember the affection Clay
showed to his colleagues as
well as his students, and the
love and devotion he shared
with his wife. 
Thanks to the direction of
Clay, I now have a master's
degree in Latin American
Studies and plan to carry on
disseminating the culture, lit-
erature, and language he
loved so much. Now, I am
left without a mentor, but I
know he would have been
proud of me, and despite his
physical absence, he will
always be a motivating force
in my life.
Kristy Poteete
Eastern Graduate
2002
The University Board plans to spend more than
$3,500 on T-shirts this semester, all funded
through student fees.
The T-shirts are for a good cause, but students
should have been asked for their input.
The shirts will be sold at the football game this
weekend and at other athletic events, and the
money will go toward preventing cancer.
The board will donate all proceeds to Points for
Prevention, an organization created in large part
by Eastern’s volleyball
team. The group wants
to buy a mobile mam-
mography unit, and the
shirts will help defray
costs. 
Full-time undergradu-
ates paid $35.20 each
semester for an activity
fee, the funds used to
buy the T-shirts. The UB
and four other boards
are funded exclusively
by the fee.
Since students are paying for part of the fee
twice, they need a say. They’re being charged for
a shirt bought with money they already provided
to UB.
If the board can survey students on what bands
they would like to see perform at Eastern, it can
ask students whether they would like to see their
money spent on something like a T-shirt.
The UB members are appointed, so they should
have more responsibility to ask students what
they think before acting. 
In contrast, the Student Government execu-
tives are elected. So at least the student body
essentially has a choice in the decisions the exec-
utives make.
For as high as the cost of the T-shirts, students
should have been consulted as to what charity
they would like to see the proceeds given to as
well.
After the T-shirt expense, the homecoming
budget will drop to slightly more than $7,640,
emptied halfway for the semester from the shirts
and other costs.
UB Homecoming Coordinator Chelsea
Frederick hopes to at least break even on T-shirts
sales.
Frederick said she believes donating toward a
mammogram bus makes sense because more stu-
dents are thinking about breast cancer at younger
age now, and families are more in tuned to it.
The shirts, which cost UB $3.50 each, will be
gray and say “Go Blue or Go Home” on the back.
Frederick said she hopes the T-shirts will bring
more unity to campus.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
John Chambers
News editor and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Chambers also
is a senior 
journalism major 
He can be reached at 
jcchambers@
hotmail.com
Davidson voted courageously
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Clay will be missed, fondly remembered
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“When Davidson voted
last week, he was 
representing the 
students, faculty and
everyone who felt the
search was over too
soon.”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The University Board
is trying to sell T-
shirts to students
using money 
provided by student
fees.
Our stance
UB should have 
consulted students
before spending
more than $3,500 in
student fees.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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spending
needs consent
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Gospel Meeting at
Southside Church
of Christ
October 20-26  Mon. - Sat.
1100 17th St. Mattoon, IL 61938
Church Phone: 234-3702
J.F. Dancer at 7 PM
On the road to a job in the graphic design field...
The Daily Eastern News is
hiring one or two
advetising designers. 
Applications are available
in the Student Publications
Office. 
Working knowledge of
Adode Photoshop and
QuarkXPress necessary.
Call 581-2816 for more
info. 
By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Charleston City Council
approved street closure for
Eastern’s Homecoming parade at
Tuesday’s meeting.  
Seventh Street from campus to
Monroe Avenue, Monroe west to
Sixth Street and back south to cam-
pus will be closed beginning at 9
a.m. Saturday, Oct. 27.
Despite conflict from inappro-
priate behavior at past events, par-
ticularly last year’s, all present
council members approved street
closure.
Eastern representatives and a
city external relations committee
composed of Mayor Dan Cougill
and council members Marge
Knoop and Larry Rennels have
been working together to prevent
future parade problems.
Homecoming committee chair
Chelsea Frederick, a junior speech
communication major, presented a
preliminary parade security pro-
posal titled the “Parade Escort
Team,” or P.E.T. Initiative.
An outline of behavioral expec-
tations is being established by
Eastern’s Homecoming committee
to promote participant and audi-
ence awareness of regulations.
“The Parade Escort Team is tak-
ing the initiative to create a
brochure, pass it out, put ads in the
newspaper, radio, T.V., in the
dorms, the union, everywhere- the
rules will be posted,” Frederick
said. 
“Basically we’ll post the rules all
over the campus, all over the com-
munity to stop what is going to hap-
pen before it happens.”
Eastern’s parade committee’s
proposal lists promoting safety and
welfare of spectators and partici-
pants and forming a combined
effort between Eastern staff,
administration, students, city resi-
dents and leaders as its purpose.
A “P.E.T.” team composed of
police, personnel and peers will
monitor the event from the side-
lines, Frederick said. 
Punishments in the form of fines
and submitting names to student
judicial affairs will be issued to
individuals and groups who fail to
meet requirements.
“I want to reaffirm that the vast,
vast, vast majority of students at
Eastern want to have a good
Homecoming,” Cougill said, blam-
ing a select “handful” for the mis-
behavings.
Junior high and high school
bands and other participants are
not taking part in this year’s
parade because of past harassment
and other unruly behavior.
“This year is the opportunity for
(parade-goers) to clean their act
up,” Rennels said.
City Council liaison Kyle
Donash, sophomore political sci-
ence major, said letters have been
sent to former participants,
informing them of parade initia-
tives and inviting their return.
“I think this year is going to be
kind of a trial to see how this one
goes,” Donash said.
In other business:
 The council approved the
Parks and Recreation facilities
naming policy that specifies facili-
ties can be named after donors of
significant land and money, mem-
bers of society who are no longer in
an influential position or surround-
ing areas such as subdivision or
park names.
An auction selling surplus city,
fire and police equipment was
approved to be held Nov. 1 from 9
a.m. to noon at the City Street
Garage on Adkins Drive. Vehicles,
bicycles, jewelry, fire fighting
gear and electronic equipment are
included in the auctioned goods.
 Street closure for the Kiwanis
Club Halloween Parade was
approved. The west side of the
square will be closed from 3-6 p.m.
on Friday, Oct. 31 and remaining
sides will be closed from 3-4 p.m.
 Trick-or-Treating hours were
decided for 5-9 p.m. Friday, Oct. 31.
Council authorized support for
the Illinois Housing Development
Authority grant used to repair
homes for low-income families.
This year’s grant for $186,000 will
be used to repair six local homes.
City Council approves street
closure for Homecoming parade
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  R E P O R T E R
The Student Senate’s idea to
construct a Web site which would
allow students to view teacher
evaluations has Thomas Sinclair,
assistant special education  pro-
fessor, questioning its legality.
The idea is sponsored by the
senate Academic Affairs
Committee.
Sinclair said the Web site
would be a way for students to
slander faculty members
whether the student’s informa-
tion is true or false.
“It opens up the door for teach-
ers to be attacked, even injured,”
Sinclair said.
Sinclair also said he would try
to find out legal issues involved
and would take the matter to
court if any legal lines were
crossed.
Professors aren’t allowed to
look at other professors’ evalua-
tions and when teachers post stu-
dents’ grades, it is done with con-
fidentiality, Sinclair said.
“The evaluations shouldn’t be
out there for public consump-
tion,” he said.
Sinclair said he read a story
about a situation in which teach-
ers started to write comments
about other teachers.  These
kinds of comments can be abu-
sive and can give a teacher a bad
rap, Sinclair said.
“There’s a fine line there,”
Sinclair said, and feels the infor-
mation on the proposed website
should be filtered for slanderous
comments.
Sinclair said he cares about
student comments and reads
them carefully after testing
services reviews them.
“We want to know what the stu-
dents think,” Sinclair said. “I’m
not worried about my evalua-
tions.”
Nikki Kull, the academic
affairs committee chair, pro-
posed the idea of the Web site to
the Student Senate earlier this
semester.
Senate Speaker Mike Walsh
said he’s concerned with the
opinion of professors, but said
the project still needs to be done.
“This is a program that has
been in the works for years,”
Walsh said.
“It’s a very touchy issue with
teachers so we’re trying to take
it slow. We don’t want to step on
anybody’s toes.”
Walsh said no teachers have
contacted him personally about
the proposed Web site and noth-
ing is official yet.
The Web site might also
include information such as how
hard certain classes are or how
much homework a certain
instructor gives out.
James Tidwell, journalism pro-
fessor and certified attorney,
said information on the site
would have to be read and
reviewed to remove any libelous
comments. The only way the Web
site would be illegal is if a com-
ment a student says about a
teacher can be proven false,
Tidwell said.
“Legally, the students have
every right to evaluate teach-
ers,” Tidwell said.
If statements can’t be proved
true or false then it’s a good idea,
he added. “I would welcome it,”
Tidwell said.
“(The senate) shouldn’t just
throw up comments without
going through them first,”
Tidwell said.
Tidwell said the general idea is
a good one and would help all
teachers improve things that
might help more students.
“People have the right to cri-
tique what you do,” Tidwell said.
Student Senate’s teacher evaluation idea draws criticism
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C A R LY  M U L L A D Y
Chelsea Frederick, head of Eastern’s Homecoming Committee and junior
speech communication major, presents the Parade Escort Team initiative
to the Charleston City Council Tuesday night.
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rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent boredom
Country Night
Wednesday
$200 Jack Daniels Mixers
$325 32oz Miller Lite Chugs
The senate discussed two other matters, but
suspended further action until a later date.
Nominations for two faculty board positions were
also accepted.
Business professor Matthew Monippallil said
he will resign from the senate effective  immedi-
ately, if possible, or at the end of the semester. 
He brought up five points:
 his resignation.
 clarification that he believed he voted wrong
last week for the resolution stating the search
should end.
 he believes interim President Lou Hencken is
a capable leader, but he did not believe Hencken
could truly lead a university.
 Suggestions for reform to the senate’s for-
mat. He believes the senate should be more pro-
action instead of reacting to campus events. 
He did not believe the Board of Trustees was
qualified as a group to lead the university.
“There is a difference between industry and
university,” Monippallil said. 
Monippallil cited the issue of Hencken not hav-
ing a doctoral or terminal degree, along with the
fact he had never been a full-time faculty mem-
ber as reasons why he questioned Hencken’s
leadership. 
The Board of Trustees, who voted 6-1 to offer a
contract extension to Hencken Sept. 30, said his
rapport with state legislators along with his abili-
ty to raise private donations were his strong
attributes.
Monippallil does not think the board members
have enough time to dedicate themselves to the
university, citing the “preemptive decision” in
the presidential search and delayed or rushed
board meetings as examples. 
“When this university, a combination of stu-
dents, faculty, staff and administrators are run-
ning this university at the highest caliber in the
state,” he said. “You expect your president be at
the highest level, you expect the Board of
Trustees to be at the highest level.”
Numerous senators pleaded with Monippallil to
reconsider his position. 
In another issue, English professor John
Allison said Mr. Clay-Mendez told him he would
have motioned for a vote of confidence in the
board. 
Two faculty members, Joseph E.G. Williams, a
psychology professor, was added to the
Intercollegiate Athletic Board and Dawn Van
Gunten, a secondary education professor, was
added to the Record and Registration Advisory
Committee.
Clay-Mendez:
Faculty senate suspends after
short meeting
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
The average faculty salary at
Illinois’ community colleges in FY 03
was $55,900, an increase of 3.6 percent
over FY 01. 
The measure of Illinois’ community
college average faculty salaries as a
percent of comparative state’s average
salaries has dropped steadily through-
out the years examined in this report,
from 111.2 percent in fiscal year 1999
to 105.7 percent in fiscal year 2003. 
The report showed non-salary bene-
fits represent a significant commit-
ment by institutions, and in the case of
public institutions, a commitment on
behalf of the state. In FY 2003, faculty
members at public universities in
Illinois averaged $14,800 in fringe ben-
efits. Illinois community college facul-
ty fringe benefits averaged $14,000,
while private institutions in Illinois
report an average of $24,200.
The IBHE also discussed adding a
seventh or eighth goal to the board’s
list of goals of commitment to the com-
munity and civility in higher educa-
tion.
“They set up a group to look at that,
and they set up a committee to look at
the capital needs and make requests
for funds that would go to the board,”
Hencken said.
Blair Lord, provost and vice presi-
dent of academic affairs, said very lit-
tle of the discussions on any immedi-
ate impact on Eastern.
“While the IBHE usually has an
impact on higher education, today’s
meeting was relatively uneventful,”
Lord said.
Lord said that while the main issue
on everyone’s watch list is the budget,
there was nothing new to share.
The IBHE meets six or seven times
a year and serves as the liaison
between higher education and the
General Assembly.
IBHE:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Judge terminates parental
rights in Slover case
DECATUR (AP) – A Macon County
judge has terminated the parental
rights of a woman he contends was
involved in covering up the murder of
her adopted son’s mother.
Judge Scott Diamond withdrew cus-
tody of 10-year-old Kolten Slover from
his aunt, Mary Slover, who adopted
the boy four years ago. Diamond also
took custody away from the boy’s
father, Michael Slover Jr.
Michael Slover Jr. was convicted in
2002 along with his parents of killing
Karyn Hearn Slover, dismembering
her body and dumping it in Lake
Shelbyville in 1996. They are each
serving 60-year prison sentences.
Diamond said he was concerned
about the message his actions would
send if he let Mary Slover, Michael
Slover Jr.’s sister, retain custody.
Diamond previously ruled that
Mary Slover was depraved and unfit
to care for Kolten because she helped
her brother and her parents, Michael
Slover Sr. and Jeannette Slover, cover
up the killing.
“Am I telling other people, ‘Go
ahead and kill your ex-spouse, and if
your sister helps you conceal it, I’ll
give you a child?”’ Diamond asked.
Mary Slover has not been charged
criminally in the case, although
Macon County State’s Attorney Scott
Rueter has said his office would not
rule out charges.
Mary Slover’s cousin, Kellie Crnko,
and Karen Slover’s parents, Larry and
Donna Hearn, have each petitioned
the court to be Kolten’s guardians.
Kolten has been in foster care since
May 2002.
Child care workers and counselors
who work regularly with Kolten testi-
fied at Tuesday’s custody hearing on
behalf of Mary Slover. They said
Kolten’s closest bond is with his adop-
tive mother and that a split would be
“devastating.”
Brian Finney, a court-appointed
lawyer representing Kolten, also rec-
ommended that Mary Slover keep cus-
tody. When asked about the message
that would send, Finney said, “I just
don’t see somebody out there thinking,
‘I would do this if my sister would get
the kid.”’
Dan Davlantis, Mary Slover’s attor-
ney, showed the judge pictures of
Kolten at the zoo, playing soccer and
on other outings with his adoptive
mother.
“Look at those pictures. Do you see
a boy who is unhappy? Do you see a
boy who is isolated ... in some Slover-
centric world?” Davlantis asked.
Assistant State’s Attorney Mary
Bolton accused the Slovers of brain-
washing Kolten and shielding him
from Karyn Slover’s side of the fami-
ly. Bolton alleged that Karyn Slover
was murdered because she threatened
to take the boy away from the Slover
family.
She said the bond between Kolten
and Mary Slover is artificial. “It’s a
false relationship, a relationship that
is built on lies and deception,” Bolton
said.
Karyn Slover was last seen leaving
her job in Decatur on Sept. 26, 1996.
Her dismembered body was found two
days later in Lake Shelbyville, about
20 miles away.
Diamond said testimony from for-
mer co-workers convinced him Mary
Slover helped conceal the killing.
They testified she had wished her sis-
ter-in-law dead and said she could do a
better job of mothering Kolten.
Mary Slover denied making some of
the statements and said others were
made in the heat of her brother’s
divorce and that she didn’t mean
them.
 Judge says woman was
involved in covering up 
murder
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Contact Lindsey @ 348-1479
Park Place
ROOMMATES WANTED
SPRING OPENINGS
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apts.
I I
, ,    t .
Apartments
Make it a part of your morning routine ...
Read The Daily Eastern News !
Tired of relying on other 
people for rides?  Need money
for  transportation?
ADVERTISE IN THE DEN
Village Rentals
~Renting for 2004-2005
~Well Maintained
~All houses and 
apartments furnished
~Close to campus
~2-4 bed houses & 1,2,3
bed apts, duplexes avail-
able
Call for an appt.
Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am to 7:00 pm
Friday 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Saturday 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
B o o k s t o r e
25% Off
Stuffed Animals
Sale Runs October 6-12
Alpha Sigma Alpha Proudly
Announces Its Newest Members
Colette Apke
Sarah Banovic
Cecilia Becker
Ingrid Bode
Andrea Brady
Amanda Buck
Rachel Carter
Danielle Clark
Allison Click
Ashley Cuspilich
Nicole D’Antonio
Natalie Doehring
Christina Edwards
Megan Gabor
Kristin Graham
Melissa Harper
Heather Kinate
Kate Konieczny
Megan Lindley
Brynn McGowen
Janet Mandro
Lindsey Markle
Erin Marton
Stephanie Morley
Liz Nobler
Catie Pankow
Kristin Price
Alicia Rumchak
Heidi Ruppel
Jen Scanlan
Nicki Schmitz
Ashley Smith
Kristin Sroka
Sara Winters
Lady beetles invade homes
during colder weather
DUNLAP (AP) – It’s going to be a big
week for the Asian lady beetle.
This is the time when the reddish-
orange lady bugs look for a place to
roost for the winter, naturalists say.
“And that includes about any eighth-
of-an-inch crevice they’re able to get
into,” said John Mullen, assistant chief
naturalist at the Peoria Park District’s
Forest Park Nature Center.
Many will find shelter underneath
siding and shingles. Clever bugs will slip
indoors through cracks and crevices.
“It’s like you see swarms of bees,”
said JoAnne Scarsella of Milan. “I can’t
open my door because they come in the
screen. They climb up through the
screen into the window. I’ve got them all
over.”
A late summer cold snap followed by
a recent warm-up means lady beetles
are eager to get to where it will be
warm, Mullen said.
Dave Menold of Dunlap estimates
he’s got more than a hundred of them in
the second floor of his home, another
couple of dozen in the downstairs
kitchen and several hundred outside the
house.
“We’ve seen the invasion of lady bugs
before, but not like this,” Menold said.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Lady beetles find shelter in homes.
Armed man arrested
at church in Georgia
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) – Am
armed man who said he was “dis-
turbed about the world’s reli-
gions” used lighter fluid to set
fire to the pulpit and bishop’s
chair in a historic Roman Catholic
cathedral Tuesday, then surren-
dered after a brief standoff with
police, authorities said.
Nobody was injured. The
flames charred the pulpit but
caused no structural damage to
the twin-spired Cathedral of St.
John the Baptist, which dates to
1873 and is a popular tourist stop.
Stuart Vincent Smith, 31, was
holding a handgun and lighter
fluid when he entered the sanctu-
ary shortly after morning Mass,
police spokesman Bucky Burnsed
said.
Police evacuated the surround-
ing block and a nearby Catholic
girls’ school during the standoff,
which lasted less than an hour.
Smith, who is from the Atlanta
suburb of Marietta, was taken
into custody without incident and
jailed on suspicion of arson.
He told a detective that he was
“disturbed about the world’s reli-
gions,” Burnsed said.
Receptionist Peggy Baker said
she approached the gunman as he
walked to the altar.
“He told me to stand back, he
had lighter fluid,” Baker said.
“He threw it on a chair and start-
ed lighting a cushion. I told him
he can’t do that. He told me to
stand back and pointed the gun at
me.”
Savannah Archdiocese spokes-
woman Barbara King said a mon-
signor noticed the man on a secu-
rity camera setting fire to the
altar and ran inside the sanctuary,
yelling at him to put the fire out.
“No one here knows him. No
one here recognized him,” King
said. “The pulpit is burned, large
chunks of the pulpit are
destroyed. I would say it’s totally
gone.”
The church, which was rebuilt
after a fire more than a century
ago, underwent a $10 million
restoration in 2000 and is the site
of the Mass that kicks off the
city’s annual St. Patrick’s Day cel-
ebration.
 Man used lighter fluid
to set fire to pulpit at
Roman Catholic Church
Reliable help needed for weekly
house cleaning. Weekends pre-
ferred. Call 345-3279 6pm-9pm.
________________________10/07
County office products. Part-time
delivery help 9-1 or 12-4. Apply in
person at 406 6th st.
________________________10/10
Customer Service/Sales. Local
office needs to fill several FT/PT
openings. Training provided. 5-40
hours around school/work. All
ages 18+. Call Ranada at 359-
8144. www.workforstudents.com.
________________________10/10
Female models needed for calen-
dar.  NO NUDITY!  Looking for
diversity.  Please contact Kevin at
312-656-2169.  Photo shoot will
be local.  Easy pay.  Decent
Money
________________________10/17
Bartender trainees needed.  $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________10/23
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEED-
ED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1-
888-820-0167 x u171.
________________________11/7
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service /  inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 345-
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADU-
ATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303 
__________________________00
04-05 Rental. 1st house across
from Lantz Gym on 2nd St. 6BR,
2 1/2 Bath, 2 Kit., Deep Freeze
W&D, Porch Swing. $205-$225. 7
students. 345-6868.
________________________10/13
5 Bedroom, 2 blocks from campus,
2 baths, C/A, W/D, furnished. 2
bedroom duplex $350. 345-7244.
________________________10/15
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO, CEILING FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.
__________________________00
Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04.
Parking/trash incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, by EIU
police.  Call 348-0673 leave a
msg.
__________________________00
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations.  345-7530
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-
5048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new fur-
niture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
__________________________00
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5427
__________________________00
1994 Dodge Spirt, 4 door, good
condition, a few dents, $1500
OBO, and180,000 miles. Call
(309) 221-6494.
________________________10/7
1994 Mazda Protege, runs well,
good condition, 4 door, 5 speed
manual transmission, 148,000
miles, $2400 OBO. Call Danny at
234-2258 or 581-8389.
________________________10/10
‘
95 Neon Sport 97,000 miles,
good condition, 5 speed manual
transmission, $2300 345-9303.
________________________10/13
Roommates wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
5 Br. House on 1st St., campus
side, needs 1 female roommate.
$200 plus split utlities. Call 847-
894-8863.
________________________11/07
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIES-
CLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS Earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with
a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-
3238, or visit www.campus-
fundraiser.com
________________________10/9
10,000+ Costumes for Halloween,
Theme Parties & Parades-
Reserve yours now! GRAND
BALL-609 Sixth, Charleston. 345-
2617
________________________10/10 
Spring Break ‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
__________________10/13
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering 3 desti-
nations! Go Loco in Acapulco,
Party in Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Cabo- all with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Book by Oct.31-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE. Call for
details. 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
________________________10/31
A “Reality” Spring Break 2004.
Only with Sunsplash Tours.
Featured in the “The Real
Cancun” Movie. Lowest Prices,
Free Meals & Parties before Nov.
6th, 2 Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-
426-7710.
_________________________11/07
Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15
International destinations-includ-
ing Aruba, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more. Why go with anyone
else. Limited offer- call now.
Commission rep positions also
available. 800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com
________________________11/21
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
________________________12/11
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW!  www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
_________________________12/15
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001. GO TO FAIR-
GROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.
___________________________ 00
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The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
P E R S O N A L S
ACROSS
1___ whisker
4Jazz (up)
9City across
the Missouri
from Council
Bluffs
14Balderdash
15Bean seen
on TV
16Wizardry
17XXX counter-
part
18Pay for, with
“of”
20Electrical
units
22Sweet wine
23Having some
success
25Crown ___
29Church party
30Keep ___
(persevere)
32Jeans name
33Woven
strands
35“Oh, sure!”
36Bodies mak-
ing their
closest
approach in
more than
50,000 years
on August
27, 2003
41Users of
electroloca-
tion
42Shredded
43G.P. grp.
44Reasons
46Takes off
50Surroundings
52
Waldenbook
s competitor
53Parade
chief’s rank
56With 63-
Across,
where the
Kings play in
Sacramento
57Remove
uncertainty
61Fair-hiring
inits.
62Fab Four
member
63See 56-
Across
64Hill dweller
65Bygone
66Fence alter-
native
67Opener
DOWN
1Worries
2“Anyone
home?” call
3Kind of num-
ber or weight
4Crying out
loud?
5Canine
neighbor
6“Forever
Blue” singer
Chris
7Field
reporter:
Abbr.
8Tolkien’s ___
of Fangorn
9Breakfast
order
10Big parrot
11Back, in time
12The guy’s
13Pretense
19Muslim pil-
grim
21Shoots from
cover
24Celebration
26Italian island
27Look like a
creep
28Places for
props
30A Musketeer
31Leader
before Lenin
34___-bitty
35Old family
Chevy
36Lions or
Tigers
37Half in front?
38Israeli airline
39Teasing
40___ mater
(brain mem-
brane)
44Irritate
45Smart
47When it’s
blue, it’s fast
48Epoch when
mammals
arose
49Nose-in-the-
air
51Picture
52Bleated
54Onetime
throne occu-
pier
55This spot
57___-Magnon
58“___ Abner”
59Swan song
60“Norma ___”
Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31 32
33 34 35
36 37 38 39 40
41 42
43 44 45 46 47 48 49
50 51 52
53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61
62 63 64
65 66 67
Note: 18- & 22-Across and 53- & 57-Across have a hidden
connection to 36-Across.
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0827
BYASPICEOMAHA
ROTORSONMAGIC
OOOBEARTHECOST
OHMSMARSALA
DOINGOKJEWELS
SOCIALATITLEE
PLAITSIBET
THEEARTHANDMARS
EELSTOREUP
AMAWHYSERASES
MILIEUBDALTON
MARSHALARCO
CLEARTHEAIREEO
RINGOARENAANT
OLDENHEDGEKEY
F O R  R E N T
F O R  R E N T F O R  S A L E A N N O U N C E M E N T S
Relax... 
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs
Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
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LOS ANGELES (AP) –
Californians banished Gray Davis
on Tuesday, capping an extraordi-
nary political melodrama by recall-
ing the governor just 11 months
after they re-elected him.
Hollywood action hero Arnold
Schwarzenegger was leading the
field of candidates to replace him.
Davis became the first
California governor pried from
office and only the second nation-
wide to be recalled, in a remark-
able campaign that featured one of
the planet’s best-known entertain-
ers and captivated an international
audience.
Early tallies of absentee ballots
showed the recall favored by
219,799 voters, or 54.2 percent, and
opposed by 185,825, or 45.8 per-
cent.
Absentee ballots had
Schwarzenegger ahead with 90,295
votes, or 61.3 percent; Democratic
Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante with
36,352, or 24.7 percent; and
Republican state Sen. Tom
McClintock with 14,196, or 9.6 per-
cent.
Re-elected last November with
less than 50 percent of the vote,
Davis fell victim to a groundswell
of discontent in a state that has
struggled with its perilous finan-
cial condition.
A total of 135 candidates lined up
to replace him. But the biggest
name was Schwarzenegger, who
was bedeviled in the campaign’s
11th hour by reports that he had
groped women over decades.
Voters faced two questions —
whether to recall Davis, and who
among the other candidates should
replace him if he was removed. On
the first question, they voted a
resounding “yes.”
About seven in 10 voters inter-
viewed in exit polls said they had
made up their minds how they
would vote on the recall question
more than a month before the
election.
Long lines were reported at
polling places through the day.
By late afternoon, Terri
Carbaugh, a spokeswoman for
the secretary of state, said a
turnout of 60 percent appeared
likely — higher than the 50.7 per-
cent turnout in last November’s
gubernatorial election.
As colorless as his name, Davis
was also known as a canny politi-
cian with sharp elbows. Once
chief of staff to Gov. Jerry
Brown, he rose through the polit-
ical ranks as a state assembly-
man, controller and lieutenant
governor, before becoming gov-
ernor in 1999.
By contrast, Schwarzenegger’s
political inexperience seemed a
virtue to many voters. The actor
eschewed the usual political rally
to announce his candidacy in
August on “The Tonight Show
With Jay Leno.”
The campaign included a
parade of bit players among the
135 candidates, including
Hustler publisher Larry Flynt,
former child actor Gary
Coleman, a publicity-hungry
porn actress who wanted to tax
breast implants and an artist who
dressed in all blue and described
his candidacy as the ultimate
piece of performance art.
The cast of characters and out-
sized ballot gave the campaign a
carnival-like atmosphere and
provided late-night comics with a
stream of material.
But to many Californians, it
was serious business.
“I’m horrified at the thought
that Schwarzenegger can be our
governor,” said Gretchen Purser,
25, of Berkeley, who voted
against recall. “I’m sick of
Republicans trying to take over
the state.”
Ed Troupe, 69, of Thousand
Oaks, voted yes for recall and for
Schwarzenegger. “As far as I’m
concerned,” he said, “Gray Davis
is one of the dirtiest politicians
I’ve ever encountered.”
Ultimately, the plot turned on
the fates of two personalities
who could not have been more
different — the bland and unin-
spiring Davis, and
Schwarzenegger, the exuberant
bodybuilder-turned-action star.
Though Schwarzenegger held
a commanding lead over his
rivals going into the final week,
his campaign was shaken by alle-
gations published in the Los
Angeles Times just days before
the election from six women who
said he groped them or made
unwanted sexual advances.
Allegations continued to surface
over the weekend, and by elec-
tion day a total of 16 women had
come forward.
Schwarzenegger also was con-
fronted with reports that he had
praised Hitler as a young man —
accusations he disputed.
Responding to the sexual mis-
conduct charges,
Schwarzenegger acknowledged
he had “behaved badly some-
times.” But he attacked the
newspaper and some of his
accusers for what he called a
last-minute effort to derail his
candidacy.
Voters also rejected
Proposition 54, a contentious ini-
tiative that would have banned
state and local governments
from tracking race in everything
from preschools to police work.
Voters across the racial spec-
trum rejected the measure,
according to exit polling.
They also rejected another
proposition dedicating money to
public works projects.
Davis recalled in extraordinary California election 
URBANA (AP) – A British stu-
dent of ancient literature and phi-
losophy and an internationally
known scientist from the former
Soviet Union, both of whom now
live in Illinois, are co-winners of
this year’s Nobel Prize for physics.
Anthony J. Leggett, a professor
at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, and Alexei A.
Abrikosov, a scientist at Argonne
National Laboratory near Chicago,
will share this year’s prize with
Russian physicist Vitaly L.
Ginzburg. The three were honored
Tuesday for their separate work to
help explain some of the strange
things that happen to matter
chilled to extremely low tempera-
tures.
Leggett, 65, was born in London
and educated at Oxford, where he
studied Greek and Latin, literature
and philosophy.
“In my childhood and even in my
early student years, the very last
thing I thought about becoming
was a physicist,” he said Tuesday.
But he said his training in philos-
ophy has made him a better scien-
tist.
“In some ways philosophy ...
gives you a new vision of the world
and you learn to ask questions in
the kind of way that I think I might
not have had I not been through the
philosophical training,” he said.
Leggett’s colleagues and stu-
dents say his philosophical
approach makes him unique.
“He has great intuition,” said
graduate student Parag Ghosh.
“He can talk physics. He can make
so much sense to any common man
as a physicist.”
“He’s always raising different
questions than you’d ever think
of,” said Gordon Baym, himself a
prize-winning physicist. “He tests
his philosophy background, and
that really shows in the types of
questions he asks.”
Leggett was honored for explain-
ing one kind of superfluidity, a
peculiar behavior shown by
extremely cold liquid helium.
Abrikosov, 75, arrived in the
United States in 1991, shortly
before the Soviet Union’s collapse,
with his wife, daughter and “noth-
ing but a couple of suitcases,” said
Frank Fradin, a senior scientist at
Argonne National Laboratory,
southwest of Chicago near
Lemont.
Abrikosov had earned an inter-
national reputation and headed a
science institute in Moscow. That
prestige allowed him to travel the
world, and to take his wife and
daughter with him on what was
supposed to be a short trip to the
United States.
“That was the last they ever saw
of him,” Fradin said.
Abrikosov was honored for
developing theories regarding
superconductivity, the ability of
some materials to conduct elec-
tricity without resistance.
One of his theories has led to
superconducting filters that help
the flow of cell phone traffic, said
George Crabtree, director of
Argonne’s material science divi-
sion. Another helped develop the
magnets that enable magnetic res-
onance imaging.
“All the MRI images that every-
one takes depend on and exploit
Alex’s discovery about the behav-
ior of vortices in superconduc-
tors,” Crabtree said.
Abrikosov became a U.S. citizen
in 1999 and said he has no plans to
ever return to Russia. He said he
has no desire to stop working and
hopes all the hoopla surrounding
the Nobel Prize will soon be over.
“For this week it definitely is
changing my life because I have so
many different additional duties,”
he said. “But I hope it will not
change considerably my life after
this week.”
Winners of Nobel Prize for physics take different routes to Illinois
CHICAGO (AP) – Two members of a family that has raised
thousands of dollars for Mayor Richard M. Daley’s political
campaigns appeared in court Tuesday and pleaded innocent
to defrauding the city out of $100,000.
Business consultant James Duff, 45, and his mother,
Patricia Green Duff, 75, appeared at the arraignment with
five co-defendants and were freed on $4,500 recognizance
bonds by Magistrate Judge Martin C. Ashman.
James Duff’s attorney, James Streicker, brushed aside
allegations that his client masterminded a scheme under
which companies run by white males got city contracts
reserved for businesses controlled by women and minori-
ties.
“The charges in this indictment are not well founded,”
Streicker told reporters as he left the courthouse. “We have
just pleaded (innocent) to all charges and we are going to go
to court and fight these charges.”
“The evidence is not going to support the charges the gov-
ernment has brought,” he said.
The Duff family has raised thousands of dollars for
Daley’s campaigns over the years and members have social-
ized with the mayor at Christmas parties and other events.
The night the indictment was returned, Daley described
the situation as “unfortunate” and added: “They are hard-
working people.”
James Duff, of suburban Burr Ridge, is charged in every
one of the counts in the 30-count indictment with racketeer-
ing, money laundering, mail fraud and wire fraud.
Federal prosecutors say he engineered the alleged fraud
scheme involving contracts for work at O’Hare International
Airport, two police buildings and the Harold Washington
Library and laundered the cash through a consulting firm.
His mother, who lives in Chicago, is accused in 11 counts
of lying about her supposed role as an owner and operator of
a janitorial firm that received city business.
Windy City Maintenance Inc., which she claimed to have
owned, was certified as woman-owned in 1991, two years
after Daley became mayor. City officials conducted their
own investigation of the contract in 1999 and decertified the
company but said they could find no fraud.
Neither Daley nor any other city official is accused of any
wrongdoing in connection with the contracts.
According to the indictment, the Duffs received other
business through R.E.M. Inc., which allegedly was owned by
a black associate, William Stratton. He was present at the
arraignment and pleaded innocent as well.
Also pleading innocent were:
John J. Leahy, 48, of suburban Westchester, an insurance
broker; Edward Wisniewski, 55, of Niles, an insurance agent;
Starling Alexander, 46, of Crete, R.E.M.’s manager.
Daley contributors plead
innocent in $100,000 fraud PEORIA (AP) – The feder-
al government on Tuesday
accused a California couple
and a Florida man of milk-
ing $20 million from a
fraudulent investment
scheme.
U.S. Attorney Jan Paul
Miller of the central dis-
trict of Illinois announced
charges against Peter J.
Zaccagnino III, 42; his wife,
Gigi Anne Zaccagnino, 43,
both of Rancho Mirage,
Calif.; and Wendell S. Gates,
now known as Jason
Stewart, 43, of Altamonte
Springs, Fla.
A Peoria grand jury
indicted the trio on charges
of marketing fictitious,
high-yield investment pro-
grams, including at a meet-
ing for prospective
investors at Jumer’s Hotel
in Peoria in October 1999.
They were arrested last
week and are currently in
the custody of U.S. mar-
shals.
Miller spokeswoman
Sharon Paul, who did not
know who the defendants’
attorneys are, said Gates
would return to Illinois
soon.
But she said the
Zaccagninos had requested
a hearing to make the gov-
ernment prove their identity
on Oct. 23 in California.
Authorities claim none of
the investment programs
existed and earlier investors
seeking a return were paid
with money from later
investors.
The money, officials
allege, went to support the
Zaccagninos’ lavish
lifestyles. The indictment
seeks forfeiture of $20 mil-
lion, including Rancho
Mirage real estate, Rolex
watches and $1 million from
a Swiss bank account.
The schemes promised
yields of 15 to 100 percent
every 30 to 45 days, depend-
ing on what program an
investor entered, according
to the government.
“The circumstances of this
alleged fraud reinforce the
familiar warnings that we
must remain guarded with
our hard-earned money and
wary of too-good-to-be-true
moneymaking ploys,” Miller
said in a prepared statement.
Each defendant is charged
with racketeering conspira-
cy, money laundering con-
spiracy, two counts of mail
fraud, three counts of wire
fraud, conspiracy to commit
mail and wire fraud, four
counts of money laundering,
and three counts of unlawful
monetary transactions.
U.S. alleges trio bilked investors of $20 million
CHICAGO (AP) — Until Moises Alou
wins another World Series ring, he’ll
keep showing off the one he already
owns.
That’s the one he got playing for the
Florida Marlins — the team his
Chicago Cubs are now facing in the NL
championship series.
“That year — ’97 — was the greatest
highlight of my career,” the Chicago
left fielder said this week.
“I can’t imagine what would happen
if we win the World Series in this city,”
he said. “There’d be nothing left I’d
need to do in my career.”
Alou helped the Cubs get off to a fast
start in NLCS, hitting a two-run homer
in the first inning Tuesday night.
Alou is among the links between
these current Cubs and those champi-
on Marlins. Chicago reliever Antonio
Alfonseca and pitching coach Larry
Rothschild were part of the Florida
team that won the title in only its fifth
season.
“It was a long time ago,” Alou said
with a smile, sitting in the dugout at
Wrigley Field. “I was 31 years old. I
was young and still a prospect.”
He also was a major reason the
Marlins won it all that season. In his
first postseason experience, he drove
in 15 runs in 15 games.
Against Cleveland in the World
Series, Alou hit .321 with three homers
and nine RBIs. He singled and scored
the tying run in the bottom of the ninth
inning in Game 7.
His reward was a diamond-encrusted
ring, engraved with one of manager
Jim Leyland’s favorite expressions —
“One heartbeat.”
Down the stretch this season, that
piece of jewelry frequently showed up
on Alou’s finger.
“I always wear my World Series
ring, a lot on the road. That’s the safest
place for it, I think,” he said. “But I’ve
been wearing it more often lately. I
want guys to see it and want it bad.”
Like many of the Marlins stars in
1997, Alou didn’t get to stick around
and enjoy the success. The team imme-
diately underwent drastic cost-cutting
measures, and Alou, Kevin Brown and
Al Leiter didn’t return the next year.
Gary Sheffield and Charles Johnson
left in the middle of next season.
Now, Alou has another chance, with a
team that has not won the World Series
since 1908. He did his part in the first
round of the playoffs, going 10-for-20
in five games against Atlanta.
“I know it would mean a lot to this
city, it would be huge,” he said. “But
remember, we have guys in our club-
house who have never won one. It
would mean more and be a bigger deal
to those guys who have been playing so
long and never gotten a ring.”
Having beaten the Braves, the Cubs
must get past the club that surprised
San Francisco in the opening round.
Alou was reminded that his 1997
Marlins were a wild-card team that
surprised the Giants in the playoffs —
the same path these Marlins have fol-
lowed so far.
“If you’re a superstitious person,
you’d worry about that a little bit,” he
said.
And is he superstitious?
“Yeah, a little bit,” he said.
Alou said he had yet to speak to his
dad, Felipe, the Giants’ manager, for a
scouting report on the Marlins. This
was his father’s first time managing in
the postseason, and he was sure to be
disappointed by the four-game loss to
Florida.
“I’ll give him a couple of days,” Alou
said. “Then I’ll call and we’ll talk about
the things we always talk about — life,
family and fishing.”
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OVC Football:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
We are not going to negatively
recruit because that’s not what we
are about, but we feel like a win-
ning reputation only helps bring
talent to your program,” Griffin
said.
One thing is clear around
Martin, Tenn., and that’s the idea
that everything is more upbeat and
positive after an OVC win.
“This process is going to take
time and people understand that,
but at UTM we are playing some
solid football right now,” Griffin
said. “I would hope that every team
in the OVC feels like they have to
come and play hard to beat us on
Saturday.”
The Skyhawks will try to break
another streak by winning an OVC
contest on the road as they chal-
lenge Jacksonville State next
week. 
“Our kids have never worried
about streaks at all because we
simply don’t talk about them,”
Griffin said. “But it’s been a while
since we’ve won on the road and
we are going to have to do that
soon.”
Tennessee-Martin isn’t thinking
about an OVC title in the near
future, but they are hoping to chal-
lenge the upper competition on a
weekly basis in the next year or
two.
“We need more kids on the team
and that’ll come, but more impor-
tantly we need to continue to have
the kids we have now to buy into
the system,” Griffin said.
“Everybody here wants to win
now.”
Alou trying to beat former team in NLCS 
 Chicago Cubs oufielder will
compete against the Florida
Marlins in NLDS 
Cubs fall 9-8 in 11
CHICAGO (AP) — Mike Lowell sure wrecked this
Wrigley Field party in a hurry.
With the old ballpark still shaking after Sammy
Sosa’s tremendous, tying homer with two outs in the
ninth inning, Lowell led off the 11th with a pinch-hit
home run that sent the Florida Marlins over the
Chicago Cubs 9-8 Tuesday night in the NL champi-
onship series opener.
In a game featuring seven homers, four triples
and six doubles, Sosa’s two-run shot was clearly the
most dramatic. He finally delivered a big postseason
hit, and when the ball landed beyond the left-field
wall, it turned Waveland Avenue into Bedlam
Boulevard.
Too bad for the Cubs, Lowell’s drive won it. He had
help, too — playoff star Ivan Rodriguez homered
and drove in five runs for Florida.
An All-Star third baseman, Lowell missed almost
all of the final four weeks because of a broken left
hand, and has played sparingly in the postseason. He
was ready for his first pinch-hitting appearance this
year, batting for winning pitcher Ugueth Urbina and
launching a drive over the center-field wall off Mark
Guthrie.
The sellout crowd of 39,567 started rocking early
as Moises Alou homered in a four-run first. But the
Marlins, who posted three comeback wins over San
Francisco in the opening round, stormed back when
Rodriguez, rookie Miguel Cabrera and Juan
Encarnacion homered in a five-run third.
Braden Looper pitched the 11th for a save, giving
the Marlins a win and a nice omen. The last 10 teams
to win the NLCS opener have reached the World
Series.
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DICKIE ROBERTS:FORMER CHILD STAR
(PG13) Daily  6:45 FRI SAT 9:10 SAT SUN
MAT 2:00
MY BOSS’S DAUGHTER (PG13)  Daily 7:00
FRI SAT 9:20 SAT SUN MAT 2:15
SCHOOL OF ROCK (PG13) Daily 3:50, 6:30,
9:10 SAT SUN MAT 12:45
UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN (PG13) Daily 4:15,
7:00, 9:40 SAT SUN MAT 1:30
OUT OF TIME (PG13) Daily 4:45, 7:20, 9:55
SAT SUN MAT 2:00
THE RUNDOWN (PG13) Daily 5:30, 8:00,
10:15 SAT SUN MAT 2:30
DUPLEX (PG13) Daily 5:00, 7:20, 9:40 SAT
SUN MAT 2:15
SECONDHAND LIONS (PG) Daily 4:00, 6:45,
9:15 SAT SUN MAT 1:00
UNDERWORLD (R) Daily 5:00, 7:30, 10:10
SAT SUN MAT 1:15
COLD CREEK MANOR (R) Daily 4:30, 7:10,
10:00 SAT SUN MAT 1:45
Looking for a way to
enjoy a little girl-time?
Plan a Mary Kay party!  
Invite your friends
Enjoy free makeovers
Exchange beauty tips
It’s a beautiful way to bond
Call me to schedule
the fun!
Sadie’ Rae Sylvester
Independent Beauty
Consultant
www.marykay.com/ssylvester1
(217) 348-1178
Digging a grave
“I would hit volleyballs against my sister’s door as hard as I could for practice.” - Erica Gerth 
By Matt Williams
SPORTS EDITOR
With a volleyball in her hands and her sis-
ter’s door in front of her, Erica Gerth was
molded into a fearsome volleyball player.
Gerth, a junior outside hitter, wasn’t always
a power-hitting force on Eastern’s volleyball
team. It took a lot of hard work and the
patience from her family members.
“I started hitting at an early age,” Gerth
said. “I would hit volleyballs against my sis-
ter’s door as hard as I could for practice.”
Her powerful spikes have made her one of
the biggest offensive threats in the Ohio
Valley Conference and even Eastern volley-
ball history.  
As a junior, Gerth is already a member of
the 1,000 kill club with 1,036 career kills, rank-
ing her 10th all-time. Her 22 and 23 kills in last
week’s matches earned her co-offensive play-
er of the week in the OVC and this week’s Top
Cat.
Being on the opposite end of Gerth’s spikes
have not worked out so well for some of her
past opponents. Anyone standing in her way
could end up with an ice pack in their hand.
“In 8th grade I went up to hit the ball and it
was a perfect set and I hit the girl right in the
head and she fell backwards,” Gerth said. “I
felt kind of bad, but we had it on video and
later it looked kind of funny.”
Though Gerth displays excellent skill at her
position, Eastern coach Brenda Winkeler said
Gerth does not have the prototypical frame
for an outside hitter. Winkeler said her raw tal-
ent and athletic ability easily make up for it.
“Erica is very small for an outside hitter,”
Winkeler said. “Her quickness and arm speed
make up for that. A lot of it is just natural, but
some people have a natural gift and do nothing
with it.”
While Winkeler gives Gerth’s arm speed
and athletic ability the credit for her success,
Gerth wants to hand some of those accolades
to her setters.
“(Nicki Fowler and Leanne Kreps) have
done really well this year,” Gerth said.
“Obviously we couldn’t be getting our kills if
they didn’t put it in the right spots.”  
With so much focus put on producing points,
Gerth came into Eastern with little knowledge
of how to prevent them.
Gerth wasn’t known as a defensive player
when she entered Winkeler’s system her
freshman year, but her coach said all of that
has changed.
The El Paso, Ill., native has come a long way
with her defensive skills, and now even holds
the single match record for digs in a game
with 39, which she set a few weeks ago against
Austin Peay. 
Winkeler said being a good thinker is what
worked against Gerth in this aspect of her
game.
“She would try to think too much and you
can’t think because the ball is going 100 mph,”
Winkeler said. “You just have to react. In that
aspect she really came a long way.”
Another thing Gerth has worked on is being
a vocal leader on the court. Her freshman and
sophomore years she had senior leaders
around to do the talking.
But this year, Gerth is only one of three
upperclassmen, making her an obvious choice
to take over as a team leader.
“We have talked about that all the time this
year,” Winkeler said. “We don’t expect her to
be a cheerleader, but she has definitely picked
up on that.” 
The junior standout has helped lead her
team to a 3-1 conference record thus far, and
sees Eastern only getting better.
“The one match we lost could have gone
either way,” Gerth said. “We can be in the top
three easily.”
And even a scarier thought for OVC teams
next year — Gerth returning as a senior on a
team losing only one player.
“We are going to be the same team, but even
better,” Gerth said.
 Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking
an in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete from the
previous week. Winners are selected just once.
Selections are made by The Daily Eastern News
sports staff.
T O P  C A T
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Junior outside hitter Erica Gerth broke the Eastern single-game dig record with 39 and
reached 1,000 kills in her Panther career in the same week.
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Dominated in four 
Skyhawks make history with win 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Sophomore setter Nikki Fowler serves the ball Saturday afternoon in
Lantz Arena during a game against Tennessee State University. Fowler
had 21 assists Tuesday night in a 3-1 loss to IUPUI.
T H R O W
D O W N
Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Football
used to be
the favorite 
It has been a busy sports
weekend and unfortunately it
seems as though college football
has taken a back seat to a couple
of other sports that have domi-
nated people’s attention.
Eastern football, and the rest
of college football, had a week-
end that nearly went unnoticed
by many sports fans, especially
in Illinois.
First of all this is because of
those lovable losers, the Chicago
Cubs, who actually seem to have
produced a team worth watch-
ing. After getting by for years
with the same kind of team that
would not even be seen come
October, the Cubs have finally
produced some playoff excite-
ment for the city of Chicago and
the rest of the state that follows
the team.
For a team that hadn’t won a
playoff series in 95 years, the
Cubs finally gave their fans
something to cheer about with
their game five win over the
Atlanta Braves.
This put the Cubs one step
closer to the unthinkable; dare I
even mention the World Series
and the Cubs in the same sen-
tence.
Other great games have been
played this October in the base-
ball playoffs, further contribut-
ing to the decline in viewership
for college football.  
Series such as the Boston Red
Sox going back and forth
through five games against the
Oakland Athletics have provided
some of the most interesting in
baseball because of the quirki-
ness of the series.
There have been many memo-
rable moments such as A’s short-
stop Miguel Tejada stopped
after rounding third base and
declaring the play should have
been stopped due to interfer-
ence. There was only one prob-
lem with Tejada’s declaration,
and that was the fact the
umpires did not agree with him.
This made for an easy out as
Boston’s catcher Jason Varitek
tagged the bewildered Tejada
out half-way between home and
third base.
The Florida Marlins managed
to unseat the defending National
League Champion San Francisco
Giants in four games with the
two producing several high-
lights from Marlin catcher Ivan
Rodriguez.
After hitting a home run and
the game winning two-run dou-
ble in the bottom of the ninth,
“Pudge” saved his best defen-
sive effort for the last game.
The fourth game came down
to the last out as well, as Giants
first basemen J.T. Snow was
called out on a play at home as
both he and Rodriguez dove
toward each other.  Rodriguez
applied the tag and held on to the
ball.
So how could Eastern football
compete with such dramatic
action?  
It doesn’t help that the
Panthers have been struggling
the past four weekends and on
the road for the last two weeks.
Even big time college football
has struggled to gain the atten-
tion of the national audience that
it usually has during the fall. 
Therefore, for the rest of
October it could be a reality that
Eastern football takes the back-
burner to the national pastime.
By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
This summer the powers that be
were in serious deliberation over
whether or not to continue financ-
ing a winless football program.
However, after firing Sam
McCorkle and finishing the 2002
season without a Division I-AA
win, the Skyhawks hired a familiar
guy in former offensive coordina-
tor Matt Griffin to win, revive and
save the sport from going under.
“It was no secret that I was
given a four-year deal, and if the
program didn’t grow or get better
it was in serious jeopardy,” Griffin
said.
Going into last Saturday’s in-
state rivalry against Tennessee
Tech, Tennessee-Martin had gone
43 Ohio Valley Conference games
(nearly six years) without a win
but were showing signs of
improvement early in the non-con-
ference season.
“Even in our games against
Arkansas State and Western
Illinois where we just got our butt
whooped, we played a solid second
half,” Griffin said. “And that’s
when I knew we didn’t have any
quitters on this football team.”
However, the Skyhawks found
themselves down 23-7 late in the
third quarter and it looked like the
losing streak might continue.
Griffin put the outcome of the
game in the hands of sophomore
quarterback Brady Wahlberg. The
signal caller named OVC and
National player of the week led the
Skyhawks on a pair of long scoring
drives and completed consecutive
two-point conversions to send the
game into overtime.
In the overtime session, it was
Wahlberg who scrambled for a 21-
yard game-winning touchdown.
“The kid is a winner and has the
intangibles to lead a team at quar-
terback,” Griffin said. “Here’s a
kid that I thought we might have to
replace this summer in recruiting
and it turns out he’s a hell of a foot-
ball player that won’t quit.”
A lot of people wondered why
Griffin would take the revolving
door job at Tennessee – Martin and
leave an offensive coordinator
position at nationally ranked
Maine, but he feels good about his
decision to overtake a rebuilding
process.
“A lot of people wondered what I
was doing, but I spoke to three or
four guys that I look at as fathers
and they said if things were in
place to get the program where I
wanted it to go, then I should take
it,” Griffin said.
Griffin is convinced this win
will help recruiting which has
grown immensely from past sea-
sons now that UTM has decided to
put money behind the program.
“The presidents here put $2.2
million into a state-of-the-art facil-
ity and the equipment here is bet-
ter than we had at Maine,” Griffin
said. “I believe we have the finest
football complex in the OVC.”
However, a win against a team
like Tech is not something Griffin
will brag about to a high school
athlete.
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 Tennessee-Martin head coach Matt Griffin attempting to save the football program from extinction 
The last time UTM had
won an OVC game.....
November 2, 1996
Skyhawks (1-10) won 7-6 over the
Southeast Missouri Indians (3-8)
#1 song = Macarena by Los Del
Rio
#1 movie = Independence Day
Panther sports calendar
FRIDAY M Soccer at Tulsa 7:35 p.m.
Volleyball at Austin Peay 7 p.m. 
W Soccer vs. Jacksonville St. 3 p.m. Lakeside Field  
SATURDAY Football vs. Eastern Kentucky 1:30 p.m. O’Brien
Volleyball at Tennessee Tech 2 p.m.
Swimming at IUPUI Invite
O V C  F O O T B A L L
 Eastern head coach Brenda Winkeler dissapointed with team’s effort Tuesday night versus IUPUI
V O L L E Y B A L L
By Michael Gilbert
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
The Eastern volleyball team
saw its three-match winning
streak snapped at the hands of
Indiana University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis
Tuesday night. 
The Panthers were tied with
the Jaguars at 26 late in the
first game, but IUPUI took the
game by scoring the final four
points to win 30-26. 
In game two, Eastern found
themselves down 18-13 but won
13 of the next 19 points to take
a lead at 26-24. However, the
lead was short lived as IUPUI
outscored the Panthers down
the stretch to win the game 30-
27.
It appeared as if the Panthers
were going to be swept out of
Indianapolis after trailing the
Jaguars 19-17 in game three,
but Eastern fought back to take
a 25-23 lead and scored the final
five points of the match for a
30-23 victory.
The Jaguars didn’t stay down
for long as they quickly
regained the momentum by tak-
ing a 9-4 lead in game four.  The
Panthers never managed to get
closer than five points down
and dropped the game and
match 30-21.
After the match, Eastern
head coach Brenda Winkeler
pointed to the Panthers lack of
ball command for the four-
game loss.
“We had no ball control
tonight,” Winkeler said. “The
score got tight (in the games),
but we had too many unforced
errors.”
With the win, the Jaguars
improved to 9-9 on the season
and have now won four
straight matches. Although the
Jaguars have played well
recently, Winkeler believed if
Eastern played more funda-
mentally solid IUPUI was a
team the Panthers could have
defeated.
“We gave away to many free
balls tonight,”
Winkeler said.
“(When you do
that) it will
make any
team look
good.”
On the posi-
tive side,
Erica Gerth
had another
solid match.
The junior
outside hitter
had 16 kills and 18 digs in the
four games. With the 16 kills,
Gerth moved into ninth-place
all-time on the Eastern kill list
surpassing Diane Kruko’s 1031
career kills. It was the second
honor on the day for Gerth ,
who earlier was named as the
Ohio Valley Conference Player
of the week after she averaged
5.62 kills while hitting at a .263
clip.
Shanna Ruxer also played
superb in the loss with 10 kills
and a match high 6 blocks. This
was the second straight match
Ruxer had double digits in kills
as she posted 12 against
Tennessee State last Saturday. 
Also of note, was the play of
the Panther’s two setters Nikki
Fowler and Leanne Kreps.
Fowler added a team high 21
assists and freshman Kreps
chimed in with 20 assists.
Despite the sluggish show-
ing, Winkeler is hoping the non-
conference loss will inspire the
Panthers as they meet OVC
foes Austin Peay and
Tennessee Tech on the road this
weekend.
“It was a poor performance
tonight,” Winkeler said.
“Hopefully this match will
motivate us for the weekend.”
Winkeler said the Panthers
need to forget about  the loss
and concentrate on conference
play.
“We have to put this loss
behind us and come out strong
for the OVC play this weekend.”
With the loss the Panthers
fell to 6-12 on the season.
Eastern
Panthers
1
IUPUI
Jaguars
3
